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Protein fragments ID two new 'extremophile' microbes--and may help find alien life



03/15/2024 - 15:09



Perfectly adapted microorganisms live in extreme environments from deep-sea trenches to mountaintops. Learning more about how these extremophiles survive in hostile conditions could inform scientists about life on Earth and potential life on other planets.




Read more »






Bull sharks thriving off Alabama despite rising sea temperatures, study says



03/15/2024 - 12:35



Researchers from Mississippi State University say aggressive ocean predator appears to benefit from climate emergency
Numbers of bull sharks, one of the largest and most aggressive ocean-dwelling predators, are thriving even as rising sea temperatures kill off other marine species, a study says.
Researchers at Mississippi State University (MSU) found that the number of individual sharks, all juveniles, recorded per hour in Mobile Bay was five times higher in 2020 than at the start of the study period in 2003.
Continue reading...
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UK government seeks to limit low-traffic schemes as part of its ‘plan for drivers’



03/15/2024 - 11:39



Exclusive: Department for Transport has already cut funding but now seeks to block councils’ ability to fine drivers
The Department for Transport (DfT) is set to intensify its battle with local councils over low-traffic neighbourhoods (LTNs) and other active travel measures, with imminent new guidance seeking to limit their use.
However, a promised plan to try to force local authorities into abandoning the schemes by cutting them off from the central database needed to issue fines for infractions is understood to be legally complicated and not yet ready to proceed.
Continue reading...
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UK company directors may be liable for climate impacts, say lawyers



03/15/2024 - 10:00



Legal experts say directors could face personal claims for failing to consider how businesses affect nature
Company directors in the UK could be held personally liable for failing to properly account for nature and climate-related risks, according to a group of lawyers.
A legal opinion published this week found that board directors had duties to consider how their business affected and depended on nature. These included climate-related risks as well as wider risks to biodiversity, soils and water.
Continue reading...
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Darwin’s plant specimens stored for 200 years to go on public display



03/15/2024 - 08:29



Specimens collected on Voyage of the Beagle have been unearthed at Cambridge University archive
Plant specimens collected by Charles Darwin on the voyage of the Beagle have been unearthed in an archive at Cambridge University.
The rare specimens, which have been stored in the archives of the Cambridge University herbarium for nearly 200 years, were given by Darwin to his teacher and friend Prof John Stevens Henslow, the founder of Cambridge University Botanic Garden.
Continue reading...
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Canada moves to protect coral reef that scientists say ‘shouldn’t exist’



03/15/2024 - 08:09



Discovery was made after First Nations tipped off ecologists about groups of fish gathering in a fjord off British Columbia
Deep in the hostile waters off Canada’s west coast, in a narrow channel surrounded by fjords, lies a coral reef that scientists believe “shouldn’t exist”. The reef is the northernmost ever discovered in the Pacific Ocean and offers researchers a new glimpse into the resilience – and unpredictability – of the deep-sea ecosystems.
For generations, members of the Kitasoo Xai’xais and Heiltsuk First Nations, two communities off the Central Coast region of British Columbia, had noticed large groups of rockfish congregating in a fjord system.
Continue reading...
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Athletes likely to have higher levels of PFAS after play on artificial turf – study



03/15/2024 - 08:00



Research raises more questions over safety of material that health advocates say is made with dangerous levels of ‘forever chemicals’
Athletes who play on artificial turf are likely to be coated with higher levels of toxic PFAS “forever chemicals” than before playing on the field, new research suggests, raising more questions about the controversial material’s safety.
All artificial turf is made with what public health advocates say is dangerous levels of PFAS. When the highly mobile chemicals break off from plastic grass blades, they can be absorbed through the skin, inhaled, ingested or get in open wounds.
Continue reading...
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Pierce Brosnan says he deeply regrets trespass at Yellowstone hot spring



03/15/2024 - 07:41



Former James Bond actor, 70, who pleaded guilty to walking off trail at national park, says he ‘made an impulsive mistake’
Actor Pierce Brosnan has said he deeply regrets walking off trail in Yellowstone national park in the western US after he was fined by a court in Wyoming for getting too close to one of the delicate thermal areas
Brosnan, 70, pleaded guilty to foot travel in a thermal area and was fined $500 and required to pay a $1,000 community service payment to the Yellowstone Forever Geological Fund, the US attorney’s office, district of Wyoming, said on Thursday.
Continue reading...
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Much of England’s ‘national landscapes’ out of bounds, say campaigners



03/15/2024 - 07:00



Right to Roam finds areas of outstanding natural beauty have on average poorer footpath access than rest of England
England’s most stunning “national landscapes” are largely out of bounds, and 22 of the 34 have less than 10% of their area open to the public, research has found.
The government last year renamed areas of outstanding natural beauty to national landscapes, and said part of their aim was to widen access to nature. Ministers said at the time the new name reflected a recognition that they are not just beautiful but important for many reasons including improving wellbeing.
Continue reading...
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Brazil to release millions of anti-dengue mosquitoes as death toll from outbreak mounts



03/15/2024 - 05:00



Mosquitoes infected with Wolbachia bacteria that inhibit spread of disease to be introduced in six cities after successful pilot scheme
A dengue-fighting strategy that involves releasing bacteria-infected mosquitoes will be rolled out to six Brazilian cities in the coming months as the country battles a severe outbreak of dengue fever, a viral disease transmitted by the Aedes aegypti mosquito.
Factors such as hotter and wetter weather caused by the climate crisis and the circulation of previously absent subtypes of the virus are fuelling an explosion of dengue in Brazil, which has recorded 1.6m probable cases since January – the same number reported for all of last year – and 491 deaths, with a further 889 deaths under investigation, as of 14 March.
Continue reading...
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